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Decays of 22/\i and 26p
Discovery of Beta-delayed Two-proton Radioactivity
:

Michael Dean Cable

Department of Chemistry, and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

Abstract:
24

3

22

A helium-jet system and the Mg( He,p4n) Al and
po

pe

o

Si( He,p4n) P reactions have been used to discover the only
22

known odd-odd, T * -2 nuclides,
z

Al(t. .„~70ms) and

pe

P{t, ._-20 ms). Observation of beta-delayed protons from each
isotope (laboratory energies 7.839*0.015 MeV and 8.149*0.021 MeV for
22

2 6

A 1 and 7.269*0.015 MeV and 6.827*0.050 MeV for P ) estaDlished

the existence of these nuclides and provided a measurement of the mass
excesses of the lowest T » 2 states in their beta decay daughters,
2 2

26

M g ana S i (13.650*0.015 MeV ana 5.936*0.015 MeV,

respectively). Measurement of these masses confirmed that these
T » 2 states were unbound to two-proton emission as had Deen predicted
theoretically.

1v
Subsequent proton-proton coincidence experiments, witn a specially
constructed three-element (aEl, aE2, E) semiconductor particle
telescope capable of simultaneously identifying and measuring proton
energies of two protons, enabled observation of the previously unknown
decay mode of beta-aelayed two-proton emission for eacn Isotope.
2?

Two-proton sum energies observed in the decay of " A l (laboratory
energies 5.636 MeV and 4.139 MeV) correspond to transitions from
"?"? *

+

Hg

22

(0*.4 , fed by the superallowed beta decay of

Al) to

tne grouna state (d^O ) ana first excited state (J*=2 ) of
Ne.

P decay produces an observed two-proton sum group

(laboratory energy 4.927 MeV) corresponding to the transition from
2 6

+

2 6

S i * (J"-3 , fed by the superallowed beta decay of P ) to
ff

tne ground state (J =0 ) of

Mg. Possible mechanisms for

two-proton emission are discussed and compareo with observed
22

two-proton data. Tne

Al decay can not be fully characterized ana
2

may consist of components of both He and sequential proton
emission. Tne
2

P decay observed, however, is spin-parity forbidden
+

¥

to be He (J .0 ) emission and exhibits the expected decay
mechanism of sequential emission of two protons.

Decays of 22A)
j 26p
Discovery of Seta-delayed Two-proton Radioactivity
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I. Introduction
In recent years, beta-delayed proton decays of several even-even,
T » -2 isotopes have been studied (for example, (Ay81)). Abundant
z

simultaneous production of T « -3/2 beta-delayed proton emitters
necessitated the use of on-line mass separation for each of these
cases.

In this work, new techniques were developed for studies of trie
22

odd-odd, T . -2 isotopes, A 1 and
z

2 6

P.

These odd-odd, T . _2 isotopes are of special interest since
they are thought to be possibly the most proton-rich, particle bound
isotope of each element and their existence (or non-existence) is an
interesting test of mass prediction techniques. More importantly,
however,

Al and

P have been found to decay by the exotic modes

of decay of both beta-delayed single-proton and beta-delayed
two-proton radioactivity. Beta-aelayed single-proton decay nas been
known for about twenty years and is found to occur in virtually all
nuclei this far from beta stability; as such, it has become a very
useful tool for spectroscopic studies of extremely proton-rich
nuclei. It has only been relatively recently, however, that
beta-delayed two-proton radioactivity has even been predicted as a
potential decay mode (Go80) and this is its first observation.
Studies of beta-delayed single-proton emission of these isotopes
were made possible because of the expected high decay energies (7-8
HeV) for protons emitted following the superallowed beta decay of each
isotope to the lowest T » 2 state in the beta decay daughter. These
high proton energies permitted observation of the decays of interest
without on-line mass separation, despite the presence of the copiously

2
produced T » -3/2 beta-delayed proton emitters. This was useful
since current tecnnoiogy would probably not nave permitted observation
of these isotopes by on-line mass separation.
Observed energies of beta-delayed single-protons from these nuclei
provided a measurement of the mass of the lowest T-2 analog state in
the beta decay daughters. These masses were of interest not only
because they provide information on charge dependent effects in
nuclei, out additionally, because tneir measurement confirmed that it
was energetically possible for two-proton emission to occur from these
levels, as originally predicted by Gol'danskii (G08O).

Subsequent

proton-proton coincidence experiments permitted observation of this
new decay mode.
Observation of this new decay mode opens new possibilities for
studies of two-nucleon emission. The analogous process on the
neutron-rich side of beta stability, beta-delayed two-neutron decay,
has been observed (Az79); however, as shown in this worK, charged
decay products enable use of techniques by wnich more detailed
information on the mechanisms involved can be obtained.

3
II. Tneory

Before starting searches to investigate a nucleus far from
stability, it is necessary to consider several questions, such as:
Does the nucleus exist? What are its possible decay modes? What will
be some of the characteristics of these decay modes? These questions
will be addressed in this section; both a general discussion for light
nuclei near the proton drip line, and some specific calculations for
nc

op

the nuclei studied in this work,

A.

Al and

P, will be presented.

Proton drip line; exotic decay modes
The location of the proton drip line is a question of both

theoretical and experimental interest. Theoretical mass models may
predict an isotope to be bound (or unbound) to direct proton emission
ana, in the absence of an actual mass measurement, subsequent
experiments to determine particle stability are frequently the only
test of the model available. Location of the drip line in the light
elements is obviously of interest to the experimenter searching for an
isotope through its beta decay modes, since if this isotope "does not
exist" no amount of searching is going to be successful.
For the purposes of most decay studies, a nucleus can be said to
exist if beta decay dominates; that is, it can even be somewhat
unbound to proton emission as long as the proton partial half-life is
long compared to beta decay (see Section II-C). For this reason, and
for the reason that even the best mass equations are still, after all,
only estimates, Figure. II—1 shows nuclei from Z - 10-30 that are

4

Strong bata-dalayad
proton amittar
4 Strong bata-dalayad
| | two-proton amittar
Waak or vary waak batadalayad proton amitttr
xj Waak or vary waak bata,,}$§«. dalayad two-proton amittar
Dacay moda obaarvad

Fig. II-l Chart of the nuclides showing potential
beta-delayed single-proton and beta-delayed
two-proton emitters (see text).
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unbound to modes of decay other than beta decay by less than the
somewhat arbitrary amount of 500 keV. These nuclei are the best
candidates for having lifetimes that are observable by techniques used
in this worK and will therefore be the only ones considered. All
masses used to generate this figure are either from tne 1982 wapstra
compilation (Wa82) or are generated i>y the Kelson-Garvey method (Ke66)
from masses contained in the compilation.
For light nuclei, as the proton drip line is approac'ied, a number
of "exotic" decay modes become energetically possible, in addition to
"normal" beta and gamma emission. First, the well-known decay modes
of beta-delayed proton and beta-delayed alpha emission oecome
possible. Then, at the very limits of particle stability, it has been
proposed that some nuclei will decay by direct single-proton and
two-proton radioactivity (Go66). More recently, the new decay mode of
beta-delayed two-proton radioactivity has been proposed by Gol'danskii
(Go80). Figure 11—2 shows a typical decay scheme for a l

.-2

isotope that can decay by ooth beta-delayed proton and beta-delayed
two-proton emission. The decay indicated on the figure involves the
superallowed beta decay of the T • -2 isotope to the T - 2 analog
state in the emitter. This state is then unbound to subsequent proton
or two-proton emission.
Two-proton emission from this state (discussed in more detail in
Section 11-0) can be compared to the direct two-proton radioactivity
mentioned above. In general, the two processes should be quite
similar except for a couple of notable differences. First, direct
two-proton radioactivity involves emission of two protons frosi the

6
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Fig. II-2 A generalized decay scheme for a T = -2
isotope that can decay by both beta-delayed
single-proton and beta-delayed two-proton
emission. Single-proton and two-proton
decay energies are shown (EP and E * ) .
z
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ground state of the parent isotope. Usually, two-proton radioactive
isotopes are defined to be isotopes in which the direct single-proton
decay channel for this state is energetically closed (6066). This
will not be the case for a beta-delayed two-proton emitter; therefore,
possible effects such as a sequential emission (see Figure I1-2) of
the two protons must be considered. Second, two-proton emission from
a T « 2 analog state, populated in beta-delayed two-proton emission,
will be isospin forbidden. This will have the effect that, despite
possible two-proton decay energies of several HeV, this state will be
narrow, with a discrete two-proton decay energy.
Generally, beta-delayed two-proton radioactivity is expected to
involve the emission of higher energy protons than direct two-proton
radioactivity and so makes it a more reasonable goal for an
experimental search. Figure II—1 also shows potential, strong
beta-delayed single-proton and two-proton emitters. Strong, for the
purposes of this figure, is defined such that the analog state,
populated by the superallowed branch of the beta decay, is
significantly unDouno to tne aecay mode indicated. This does not
actually guarantee a large branch since the analog state may decay
predominantly by another mode (particularly for two-proton decay;
single-proton emission may dominate), but it is a good first
criterion. A decay mode is labelled as weak or very weak if it is
energetically possible for it to contribute to the decay of the
isotope, but it does not fit the definition of strong. Since for some
cases the energy available is only a few keV, some of the nuclei

8
laoelled we*K or very weak will probably not decay significantly by
the decay mode but are indicated for consistency.
It can be seen from Figure II—1 tnat tne odd-odd, T > -2
series contains the nuclei closest to stability tnat are potentially
2 6

oeta-delayed two-proton emitters. Of these, "Al and P are the
only members below mass 40 that are predicted to be within 500 keV of
op

particle stability. The 1982 Wapstra compilation preaicts "Al to
be bound to direct proton emission by 100 keV and

P to be unbound

by 139 keV. Both these nuclei will be shown to exist in this work.
Other potentially existing, beta-delayed two-proton emitters which,
should be a focus of future studies will probably be the higher mass
members of the odd-odd, T = -2 series or the J . -5/2 series.
B.

Beta decay
An expression tnat is frequently derived for the "comparative"

half-life of an allowed beta transition is
ft

-—«

7-Z-?

7

(II-l)

where
f

* statistical rate function

t

» partial half-life

K

- 1.230618 x 1 0 " erg cm s

G

94

v

G.

2

6

« weak interaction vector coupling constant
« weak interaction axial-vector coupling constant

<1> . Fermi decay matrix element
«JT>

» Gamow-Teller aecay matrix element

9

Notation for beta decay varies widely; for the most part, that of
Raman et al. (Ra78) will oe used here.
As it stands, equation II—1 is simplified and needs a number of
corrections.

Derivation of these corrections is quite complex; a

summary of their general nature will be presented with the goal of
producing a usable expression for experimental comparison.
Radiative corrections arise from the exchange of virtual, photons
between the charged particles involved in beta decay.

Typically,

these are separated into an "inner" radiative correction, A , and an
R

"outer" radiative correction, « .
R

The inner correction is" nuclide

independent and is usually incorporated into tne vector coupling
constant such that:
(G )
v

2

- G

2

(1 +

4 R

)

(II-2)

It is actually Gy that is determined experimentally, so tnis
correction is usually just made by replacing G

v

by Gy and keeping

in mind that one is working with an "effective" coupling constant.
The outer radiative correction is incorporated into the statistical
rate function such that
f * f (1 + « )
R

(II-3)

The s- are corrections in i
constant),

order of o (the fine structure

s, is tabulated in (Wi70) and is less than 2 % for most

light nuclei.

Expressions for j_ (Ja70) and s, (Ja72) are

10
t~

4

4.0 x iO" Z

2

(II

-6 2
« ~ 3.6 x 10"° V-

-

4)

3

Radiative corrections also enter into tns calculation of f, as do
several other corrections such as screening and finite nuclear size.
A tabular parameterization of f is given in (Wi74) that not only
incorporates all these corrections but is one of the few tabulations
that extends to the high beta-decay energies encountered in this
work. These corrections also show that the vector rate function
differs slightly from tne axial-vector rate function, and they will be
denoted f„ and f., respectively.
The lack of perfect isobaric analog symmetry due to
charge-dependent effects is corrected for by modifying the Fermi
matrix element sucn that
2

2

<1> » <1> (1 - i )

(Il-S)

c

5 is calculated for many cases in (To77) and is typically less than
1% for light nuclei.
Inclusion of all these corrections in equation II—1 produces tne
new expression
K/(G:)
+

(i « )t
R

K

2

1

rf <l>*(l-» )+f
v

c

2
A

{i i-6)

?

R

e

W '

From superallowed 0 > 0 (pure Fermi) transitions a value of Gj
49

3

- (1.4128 ± 0.0005) x 1 0 " erg cm can be obtained (Ra78). R

fi

» G« /Gy is the ratio of the axial-vector and vector coupling
e

constants. Since Gamow-Teller contributions to the decays of interest

11
for this work are small (see below), renorwalization effects in R
will oe ignored and tne value from neutron decay of R * 1.237 *
0.008 will be used (Ra78), producing the working equation
4

4

4

s

(l + «„)t- g " * ; * '
f^i^u-^j+i.sa)
K

(H_7)
V

T >

The Fermi matrix element can be shown to be non-zero onTy for aT - 0
transitions and is readily evaluated for superallawea decays by an
isospin formalism analogous to that of angular momentum.
2

2

<1> » <# I T J * ^ - T(T + 1) - T T
f

z i

op

For the superallowed branches of both

(II-8)

z f

pc

Al and

p

P, <1> . 4.

Evaluation of the Gamow-Teller matrix element is considerably
more complex and requires detailed knowledge of the nuclear
wavefunctions. At present, this matrix element is oest determined
through large basis shell model calculations. Such calculations have
Z2

2 6

been done by wildenthal (Wi82) for the Al and P decays with
2
the result that <at>

- 0.02 and 0.01, respectively. Since f„ -

f. and « is small (see above), the Gamow-Teller contribution to
these decays is seen to be negligible compared to Fermi decay and is
neglected.
C.

Proton emission
Decay rates (or widtns) of proton emission for states that are

unbound to this decay mode can be described by
r-

2

2Y P

JI

(11-9)

where r is the width and is equal to fi/x and P,' is the penetrability

12
of the proton through Coulomb and angular momentum carriers (La58).
2
T is tne reauced wiatn ana is dependent on the overlap of the
wavefunctions of the initial and final states.
The penetrability is calculable and is
\

P. >

R

,

(11-10)

where
1

(2-E) '

2

/3

/3

R - r (Aj + A* )
Q

FJJ and Go are the regular and irregular solutions to the Schrodinger
equation with a Coulomb potential. These values (and subsequently Pg)
are calculated by the program COCAG (Se73).
The reduced width is a more difficult quantity to calculate
because it depends on wavefunction information; it is frequently
parameterized by

2

Y

J 2

-<>Tf

w

(IWD
2

2

3 h
2 ^

2

2

where Y £ is the Wigner sum rule limit and o is between zero
and one (Ma68). This effectively gives an upper limit for Y •
Both for proton emission from excited states fed by beta decay
and for direct proton emission of a nuclide the quantity of interest
is usually the proton partial half-life given by

•
1 1 d

.tun ,
Zy%

JSBIUI
3h P ^

(n-12)
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As discussed in the previous section,

P is predicted to be

slightly unbound to direct proton emission. Calculation of the proton
partial half-life for

P evaluates the extent to which this nucleus

could be unbound to direct proton emission and still be observable as
a beta emitter. Figure II—3 is a plot of the

F half-life vs. the

proton decay energy if a beta-decay half-life of 20 ms is assumed. It
can be seen tnat even for the upper limit case of o • 1,

P can

be up to 50 keV unoound ana still decay primarily oy beta emission.

0.

Two-proton emission
Beta-delayed two-proton radioactivity is a new decay mode that is

energetically possible in some nuclei, as discussed in Section II—A.
Possible decay mechanisms for the emission of the two protons can oe
categorized as simultaneous emission or sequential emission.
Gol'danskii (Go66) has considered the simultaneous process and has
c

further divided this category into independent or diproton ( He)
emission (defined below). Gol'danskii has shown that if there is an
angular momentum barrier to two-proton emission (as is the case for
both

A1 and

P) then 'He emission is favored relative to
9

independent simultaneous emission. For this reason, only He
emission and sequential emission will be discussed in more detail
below. Beta recoil effects will be neglected in this discussion since
they are quite small.
2

1

He decay is the emission of a proton pair coupled to a S

Q

configuration. This virtual state has been studied in reaction work
(for example, (Co80) or (St79)) and, for our purposes, can probably be

14
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E
5110-
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XBL 831-1067

Fig. I I - 3

Predicted h a l f - l i f e for
P assuming
a 20 ms beta decay p a r t i a l h a l f - l i f e
and H=0 proton emission (see t e x t ) .
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thought of as a proton pair penetrating the Coulomb and angular
momentum barriers around the nucleus with a virtual energy c shared
between the protons. This center-of-mass energy of the proton pair
then "returns" outside the barriers as kinetic energy of tne protons.
Since these protons are emitted in opposite directions in the proton
pair center-of-mass reference frame, momentum and energy conservation
give the following expression for the summed laboratory energy of the
two protons:

where
E

c m

»

center-of-mass decay energy for the two
protons (shown as E ^ in Figure II—2),

e *

relative energy of the two protons (sometimes called
the break-up energy),

m »

mass of proton, and

m «

mass of two-proton daughter (for
2 0

Al, mass of

Ne).

The quantity e is determined by the nucleon-nucleon interaction of tne
proton pair (commonly referred to as the final state interaction) and
is expected from reaction work (again, for example, (C08O) or (St79))
to appear as a distribution witn a maximum value of -500 keV and a
FWHM of -600 keV. •
Given a value for e, the kinematic expressions for laDoratory
energies and angles of the protons are a standard problem solved in
many texts such as (Sy71) or (0h6S). For the purposes of this

16
discussion, it is sufficient to summarize this calculation with the
expression

cosn-^^s-

>M

(H-14)

where
the relative laboratory angle between the protons,
and

Et",£p »

individual proton laboratory energies (E»+EX»E ) .

n is maximized for E-T = Ep, and this is also expected to be
the most probable value of n. Therefore, the individual proton
2
spectrum from the He emission should be a distribution, symmetric
aDout (and probably maximized at) E\ » Eo with its shape
determined by the final state interaction (distribution in e) and also
by the detector efficiency variation as a function of

n

(see Appendix

A).
Sequential emission is a two-step process in which first one
2?

proton is emitted to a level in the intermediate nucleus (for Al,
21
this nucleus is Na), wnicn is unoound to suosequent emission of a
second proton. Since tnis two-step emission is expected to be very
rapid compared to detector coincidence techniques, both He emission
and sequential emission will appear as fast proton-proton
coincidences, and mecnanistic information on these processes will have
to come from kinematic and angular correlation considerations. For
transitions where at least one of the protons has JW), sequential
emission is expected to be isotropic in the center of mass. Since the

17
recoiling nucleus is much heavier.than the protons, sequential
emission will also be approximately isotropic in the laboratory for
tnese special cases (such as the major group observed in
see Section IV).

??

Al decay;

Expressions for the laboratory energies of the two

individual protons are

(H-15)
2

i

/„, \
Ei C O
2m cosn /mE^E -E,)
/ E _ l rp
F 1 ••• 1 ' P
p
/ V cm 1 '
2 " l m J cm " "V
(m )(m,) "
m */
m

F
c

L

lt

1

1

1

£

wnere symbols not in equations 11-13 or 11-14 are defined
as
m. > mass of intermediate state
(for

2 2

A 1 , mass of

21

Na*)

m_ < mass of two-proton emitting state
2 2

22

(for A 1 , mass of Mg*)
E, » center of mass decay energy for proton one
It can be seen that the f i r s t proton in sequential emission has a
"normal" laboratory energy calculated as in single-proton emission but
that the second proton laboratory energy is a function of n.
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III.

Experimental Technique

All of the experiments to be described in tnis work have one
common goal; observation of the beta-delayed proton decay cf
radioactive isotopes with the production of a permanent record of this
information.

In general, the process accomplishing this can be

described in several steps:

1) production of isotopes, 2) detection

of decays, 3) storage of detector information.

Each of these steps is

a major achievement of modern technology all by itself and is
described in more detail below with some (but not all!) of the many
variations used from experiment to experiment.

A.

Production and transport of isotopes
Production of proton-rich radioactive isotopes below A-40 is

usually oest accomplished by compound nucleus reactions using proton
3
or He beams and Z » N targets. This not only produces the most
proton-rich compound nuclei possible in this mass region, but has the
advantage that light ion beams are usually available with high
intensities.

For this work - the production of the odd-odd, T

= -2

isotopes
Al and
P - the ( He,p4n) reaction on Mg and
28
Si was used. Proton beams could also have been employed, but to
produce

Al and

P with maximal probability requires a hign

excitation energy in the compound nucleus that can only be obtained
with proton oeam energies greater than about 70 MeV.

Such energies

were not available at the facility used (see below), however, useful
He energies start at about 100 MeV and are readily available.

19
:

The facility that provided these " e Deams was the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory's variable energy, sector-focussed 88-inch
Cyclotron.

In addition to a variety of other high quality beams, this

accelerator is capable of providing intense (up to 10 uA at high
3

energies) He beams up to about 135 Mev. Figure III-l shows the
experimental area at the cyclotron. All work described here was done
at the location designated CAVE 2, RAMA TARGET. External beams were
transported to the Cave 2 area with 80-90* transmission and were
focussed to a 3-5 mm d lander rur target bombardment.
Nuclioes produced in the target must be presented to detectors in
a suitable form. For observation of charged particles, this means
preparation of a thin source in a vacuum chamber so that particle
energy is not degraded by passage through matter. An excellent method
for rapid preparation of such a source (half-lives of interest are
very short) is the helium jet transport system, shown schematically in
Figures III—2 and III—3- Nuclides formed after evaporation of the
compound nucleus recoil out the back of the target. The target is
located in a box, pressurized to ~1.3.atm of He, which the beam enters
and exits through a nitrogen cooled set of double isolation foils.
Recoiling isotopes are stopped in the helium and swept through a
capillary to a detector cnamber. To produce maximum amounts of an
isotope, a multiple target, multiple capillary system is sometimes
used (see Figures III—2 and III-4). This system (described in more
detail in (Mo80) and (Mo81)) has the obvious advantage that several
targets produce several times as much activity, with the multiple
capillaries providing improved sweep-out of the isotopes.

BB-INCH CYCLOTRON FACILITY
/

-—.—ICC;::F

XBL 721-331F
Fig. III-l

Schematic diagram of the 88-Inch Cyclotron
facility. All work described used CAVE 2,
IIAMA TARGET area.
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To roots,
blower

Target box*
Helium in
XBL 823-3708
Fig. II1-2

Schematic diagram of target and counting
chambers. A multiple target, multiple
capillary system and three-element singleproton telescope are shown.
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Fig. III-4

Photograph of target
chamber showing multiple
target, multiple capillary
system. Beam enters from
right and exits to left.
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The major disadvantage of this system is that division of the
helium flow through many capillaries stows the gas flow, causing
longer transit times (on the order of 100 ms for the 1.1 m long, 1.6
mm i.d. main capillary used) from target to detector chamber. This
effect is such that for tne half-lives involved in this work (<100ms)
higher levels of activity (or at least almost as high) can be obtained
with the single target system (transit time probably on the order of
10 ms) shown in Figure III-3. This simple, single target system has a
70 cm long capillary with an i.d. of 1.3 mm. Even if slightly less of
the activity of interest is obtained witn a single target system (as
may be the case for " A l with the two nelium jet configurations
shown) there is still an advantage if long-lived activity presents an
unwanted interference. If half-life related losses are negligible, so
that activity scales proportionally to the number of targets used, a
three target system will have three times the long-lived background of
a single target system. Long-lived activity did present a problem, as
discussed below, so that all but the initial

Al work was done with

the nelium jet system snown in Figure IJI-3.
An important aspect of the helium jet technique is tne use of
additives to the helium to provide faster and more efficient
transport. If large molecular clusters (>10 amu) are present in the
helium, isotopes that have recoiled from the target attach to these
clusters (by a mechanism not fully understood) and the cluster plus
isotope combination is what is actually transported by the helium
jet. Proper control of the cluster size produces a combination with a
molecular weight that transports very well'by staying in the center
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(high velocity) region of the laminar flow of helium through the
capillary.
Clusters can be formed from a variety of materials, but for this
work have been predominantly produced from either ethylene glycol
(introduced by bubbling helium through the liquid) or NaCl. NaCl is
introduced by passing the helium over NaCl heated to 600*C in a tube
furnace. Subsequent cooling of the helium and NaCl vapor mixture
produces microscopic NaCl crystals which work very well for
transport.

A distinct advantage of NaCl is the stability and

reproducibility of the system and the ease of control of cluster size
by simply regulating the NaCl temperature. Most of the work described
here employed NaCl for transport. One disadvantage of this additive
is that, for long periods of running, NaCl coats everything! This is
usually not a serious problem since a water wash followed by an
alcohol rinse easily cleans the elements of the system (even the
detectors!) and the problem can be minimized by maintaining the
furnace temperature no higher than necessary for fast, efficient
transport.
Transport by the helium jet ends witn collection of the cluster
plus isotope combination on a surface (usually referred to as a
catcher) to form a source for counting. This catcher can be almost
anything and almost any shape. For our purposes, an aluminum catcher
with a smooth flat surface was usually used. It is desirable, but not
critical, to have this surface normal to the capillary to form the
smallest diameter source (source diameters are usually on the order of
1 mm). In Figure II1-3, it can be seen that the capillary and catcher
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surface are at a 60* angle, although the figure does not show the 15*
angle on the edge of the catcher wheel that brings the
surface-to-capillary angle to 45*. A system with this angle still
produced adequate sources for counting. The catcher wheel in Figure
III-3 can be rotated slowly so that long-lived activity is carried
away from the detectors while still allowing detection of most of a
short-lived activity. This is an important feature since
beta-background is a serious problem in these experiments, as
discussed further below. Figure III—5 is a photograph of the detector
chamber that also shows the location of the target chamber and
capillary.

B. Detector systems
With the formation of the source for counting completed, the next
step is to identify the beta-delayed protons arising from the decay of
the isotopes produced and measure their proton energies. For this
purpose, semiconductor particle telescopes were used. Two different
telescope designs were used for the single-proton and the two-proton
work. The telescope for the single-proton work will be described
first.

1) Single-proton system
For the single-proton work, it was anticipated that

Al and

P beta-delayed protons would be in the 7-8 MeV energy range and
that there would be very few of them relative to the lower energy
(<6.5 MeV) known proton groups present from the decays of T = -3/2
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CB3-820-9291
Fig. III-5

Photograph of detector
chamber showing two-proton
telescope and rotating
catcher wheel„ Target
chamber and capillary are
left of detector chamber.
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isotopes (Se73) also produced by the reaction used. Anticipated.high
backgrounds from several sources discussed further below made the use
of a three element (AEI, A £ 2 , E) telescope seem desirable. The 50-100
urn AE detectors were fully depleted, P-dlffused SI counters fabricated
at LBL. All E detectors used were 500-1000 urn Si(Li) detectors, also
made at LBL. Such an arrangement had a lower triple coincidence
proton threshold of 3.5-4.5 HeV and a high energy limit of 9-13 HeV
with exact energies depending, of course, on tne actual detector
thicknesses chosen for a given experiment. Data collected with this
telescope could be analyzed by techniques discussed in Section III—C
to produce particle-identified, total energy spectra.
Since the expected counting rate of

Al and

P protons was

low (on the order of 1 count/hr) it was desirable to use a system
subtending a large solid angle ("high geometry"); however, this need
had to be balanced with the decreasing quality of data obtained with
very high geometry systems. While total energy measurement is not
significantly affected by the solid angle of the telescope, several
effects can introduce background and/or degrade spectrum quality for a
hig'i geometry system. One effect that has already been mentioned is
the very high background present from the large number of beta
emitters produced. In principle, particle identification {discussed
in more detail in Section III-D) can distinguisn between protons and
beta particles, but in a very high beta background, this is not always
the case. Since a beta can "random walk" through a detector, it is
possible (but not very probable) for a beta to produce AEI, AE2, and E
energies similar to a proton. With enough betas entering the
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telescope, this can be a problem, and since high geometry allows not
only more betas to enter but degrades particle identification
capabilities, there is a limit to how large a solid angle can be used.
Beta particles can also produce high singles count rates in
individual detectors (particularly the thick E detector). If these
rates exceed -10,000 count/s it becomes necessary to use pile-up
rejection techniques and if tney exceed -30,000 cts/s even these
techniques can not prevent significant loss of spectrum quality
through pile-up between protons and betas. A related "pile-up" effect
that is not dependent on counting rate (but is dependent on solid
angle) is the simultaneous detection of a beta-delayed proton and its
preceding beta. This is not accidental pile-up since these betas and
protons are always in coincidence, but the result is the same; with
high geometries, proton peaks can have high energy tails that can
extend several hundred keV higher than the proton energy.
All of the above beta related effects are, of course, minimized if
the betas are physically not allowed to enter the telescope. The
rotating wheel previously discussed carries away much of the beta
emitting activity before it decays, but can not completely eliminate
the betas (we have to let something decay in front of the
detectors!). Another method to minimize betas is to install magnets
and collimators around the detectors in such a way that betas are
deflected into the collimators. Figure II1—6 shows a magnet
arrangement using Sm-Co permanent magnets. It is possible to achieve
a 1-4 kG magnetic field with this type of arrangement. This field
does not significantly deflect a proton, but will eliminate some
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Fig.

II1-6

P h o t o g r a p h of t w o - p r o t o n
telescope.
Magnets and
entrance collimator (top
face) are v i s i b l e .

CBB 831-507
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betas. While the effectiveness of beta removal is not really
dependent on solid angle (it is dependent on the distance tne beta
particles travel through the magnetic field), since detectors have to
oe a finite size, high geometry means reducing the distance from
source to detector and reducing the effectiveness of magnetic removal
of betas.
In addition to tne above beta-related effects, another oackground
effect was observed tnat appears to have been caused by high energy
neutrons produced by the high energy He beam. While the mechanism
is not conclusive, our evidence strongly suggests the presence of
background caused by high energy neutrons that "knock out" a proton
either from matter near the detectors or more probably from an atom of
the detectors themselves. These protons, if produced near the front
of A E I , are indistinguishable from beta-delayed protons and form a
continuum of proton energies that can extend to quite high energies.
Since most of the neutrons are expected to travel on trajectories at
small angles to the beam axis and since it is most likely that a
neutron will knock out a proton at a forward angle, this effect can be
minimized by orienting the detectors sucn that the plane defined by
tne surface of the detectors includes the beam axis (in Cave 2, the
detectors are at beam line height and face at the floor).

This

reduces the effect, but does not eliminate it. The remaining
background actually seems to originate from protons knocked out of the
thick E detector and passing through the telesi.^e, backward.

If the

proton stops in the telescope, a "oackward" proton is easily
distinguished from a "forward" proton by particle identification;
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however, it can be shown (see below) that a hign energy "backward"
proton (-15 MeV) which does not stop, has aEl, aE2, and E energies
very similar to a "forward" proton, making particle identification
ineffective.
•3

A spectrum (Figure III—7) obtained during a 110 MeV

He

bombardment of Mg with a 50 um A E I , 50 ym &E2, and 1000 win E and a
solid angle of -0.8*

of 4» sr shows an identified proton background

extending to -8.1 MeV. To understand these results, "backward" proton
events were studied with the computer code NPEVEN (Ca82), which
simulated protons with energies of 5-30 MeV starting at different
deptns in tne E detector and traveling tnrougn tne telescope backward,
thereby accumulating a "test" spectrum. AEI, AE2, and E energies were
calculated by a dE/dx routine and the corresponding particle
identification was also computed.

If an event had a proton particle

identification, it was added to this test spectrum being accumulated.
The test spectrum, totally lacking in any information on the
probabilities of producing these neutron induced protons, could not be
used to make any judgements about the expected shape of the real
background spectrum, but still gave some valuable information. It
showed that it was indeed possible for protons traveling backward to
produce some type of background (since the test spectrum was not
blank) and it showed that for a given telescope, there is a maximum
energy to which this background can extend. This maximum energy is a
function of all detector thicknesses, but most strongly that of the

r

detector, and for the aEI = 50 M»>> *E2 - 50 ym, E = 1000 um mentioned
above, the maximum energy was calculated to be 8.1 MeV.
Another' telescope, with &E1 =. 100 um, A E 2 « 50 um, E - 500 ym had
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a calculated maximum neutron-induced proton energy of 6.5 HeV and
subsequent experiments witn this telescope (witn a solid angle
increased to 1.3* of 4« sr) not only showed a neutron-induced

proton

background consistent with w i s calculation out were actually the
first experiments in w m c n we observed.

Al (see Section IV-A).

All of the background effects above increase as solid angle is
increased (altnough the neutron-induced protons do not increase as
rapidly as one might expect), however, design of a good telescope can
be summarized by the statement tnat "there is no substitute for more
data".

Experience has shown that if the best efforts are made to

minimize all these background effects as descriDed above (ano some
software techniques aescriDed in Section III—D are used) spectrum
quality continues to improve with increasing solid angle as long as
the -30,000 cts/s limit in the individual detectors is not exceeded.
Original experiments were done with a solid angle of 0.5-0.8% of 4n
sr,

2?

Al was first observed with a telescope subtending 1.3% of 4*

sr, and spectrum quality continued to improve in a set-up with 2.3% of
4ir sr.

Corresponding modifications were made at eacn step to keep the

counting rate down in the E detector (use of a single target system,
addition of the wheel,, etc.).

If further methods are developed to

decrease the beta counting rate, it is anticipated that larger solid
angles will continue to produce improved spectrum quality.

2)

Two-proton system
For studies of beta-delayed two-proton emission, it was necessary

to aevelop a detection system capaDle of simultaneously observing two
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protons. Possible mechanisms for two-proton emission were discussed
in Section II-O and are i f Interest here only with respect to possible
angular correlations between the protons. If the protons are
correlated, for a first detection effort it is obviously best to
design a system with peak detection efficiency at the most probable
angle Between tne protons (TI). Since sequential emission may be
2

isotropic, possiDle He emission dictated the detector design.
2

Beta-delayed two-proton emission by the He mecnanism should produce
two protons at small angles (n<40*) and so makes design of a detector
that is efficient at these angles desirable.
The detection system developed was a three-element (aEl, 4E2, E)
system with many similarities to the single-proton telescope discussed
in the previous section, but with the major difference that A E I and
AE2 are each actually two detectors. Both A E I and &E2 were
fabricated such that the surftce

contact on one side of each detector

was divided down the center, effectively producing two detectors on
the same silicon wafer. For protons stopping in AE2, this
construction provides two telescopes (a "left" and a "right") capable
of detecting two protons simultaneously. Further discussion will
refer to tnese telescopes as left and rignt but it snould be
remembered that this is only a form of notation and has no physical
meaning. Eacn side of the AE detectors will be referred to as AEI-L,
AE1-R, etc., bringing the total number of detectors in this system to
five (AEI-L, AEI-R, AE2-L, AE2-R, E). Figure III-3 shows this
arrangement schematically and Figures III—5 and III—6 are photographs
of the system.
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Thicknesses of the detectors used for *E1 varied fro* 14 »• to 31
n» and »E2 was typically 155-170 y* thick. Protons witn energies fro*
about 1.2-4.5 NeV stopped in *E2, providing two two-element telescopes
(aEl-L and AE2-L or aEl-R ana aE2-R) capable of detecting protons in
this energy range. Use of a 500 u» E (not split into a left and right
detector) produced two three-element telescopes with a lower threshold
of about 4.7 MeV and an upper limit of 7-9 MeV (for thinner aEl
detectors, the upper end of this range was frequently determined oy
the low energy threshold in A E I ; 100 keV was a typical value for this
threshold). This arrangement allowed detection of high energy
single-proton events with a AEI-L, &E2-L, E or AEI-R, AE2-R, E
coincidence or lower energy two-proton events giving a &E1-L, &E2-L,
AEI-R, AE2-R coincidence (See Sections III-C and III-O for a more
detailed discussion of the acquisition and analysis of the variety of
events that could occur in this system).
Since the left and right telescopes were separated by only a small
distance (on the order of 0.1 mm), protons with an angle very close to
n-0* could be detected. The largest angle that could be detected was
about n«70* (although efficiency of the detector varies strongly with
n as is discussed in Appendix A).

Each two-element telescope

subtended a solid angle of 4.5% of 4* sr and the two possible
three-element telescopes subtended 1.5% of 4ir sr each.
Most of the background problems discussed in the previous section
also must be considered with this detector system. Magnets and
collimators were again used; however, the larger magnet gap necessary
in this design lowered the field to -1.5 KG. All other techniques
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discussed in Section III-8{1) were still used to reduce beta particle
background. Pile-up rejection techniques were used only with tne E
detector since counting rates in all other detectors were less than
10,000 cts/s. Despite the numerous background effects previously
discussed and the presence of wry many low energy protons from T,»
-3/2 isotopes, a proton-proton coincidence is such a powerful
requirement in this work that the two-proton spectra obtained witn
this system have very little (if-any) background present.

C. Data acquisition
Both detector systems discussed in the previous section employed
similar electronics. Each detector output was amplified first by a
charge-sensitive preamplifier witn a slow linear output and a fast
timing signal which fed separate electronics systems. The slow system
further amplified the preamplifier output with a high rate linear
amplifier. A logic signal was generated for each detector and sent to
a master coincidence system (see below). Each amplified signal passed
through a delay gate (gated by the master coincidence system output)
to a stretcher (usually set to 2»s) and on to an LBL Multiplexer-ADC
unit (see below).
Fast outputs of the preamplifiers were sent to constant fraction
discriminators (CFD) to produce a fast timing signal that started and
stopped appropriate time-to-amplitude converters (TAC). For both
detector systems, the E detector fast signal also fed a pile-up
rejector (PUR). The single-proton telescope had TAC's between AE1:AE2
and between AE1:E. The two-proton telescope had TAC's between
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»E1-L:*E1-R, AE2-L:*E1, *E2-R:*E1, *E2:E. In the latter systea, if an
L or R Mas not designated, eitner side of tne detector (L or R) could
produce the START or STOP. Additionally, for the two-proton systea, a
TAC was set up identical to that between *E1-L:*E1-R except START and
STOP were reversed. Since the delays were not changed, this aeans
that for a real proton event STOP coaes before START. Such a TAC will
only produce an output on a random event and was used to verify the
expected low proton-proton random rate of about one random event per
50 hour experiment. All TAC outputs were either strobed by the aaster
coincidence and sent to a stretcher or sent to a gated stretcher
(gated by the master coincidence). Stretcher outputs were sent to the
Multiplexer-ADC system. Typical timing resolution of these TAC's was
better than 10 ns (FWHM).
For the single-proton system a master coincidence was generated
each time a triple coincidence oetween the slow AEI, A E 2 and E logic
signals was observed (for some early experiments only a A E I , A E 2
coincidence was required). For the two-proton system, generation of
the master coincidence was more complex. The simplest explanation is
a FORTRAN logic expression that is TRUE when master coincidence
conditions are met

((AE1-L.0R..AE1-R).AND.{AE2-L.0R.AE2-R))

(III-l)

Basically, this means that if either side of AEI "fires" and either
side of AE2 fires then a master coincidence is generated. For early
experiments this was the master coincidence requirement; however, a
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low energy single proton from a T - -3/2 isotope meets this
2

condition and there were many such protons emitted following the
2 1

25

2 9

2 6

decays of M g and S 1 {and S for the P work). Since
seemingly endless sessions of playing back tapes that are
predominantly full of uninteresting events is not a good use of even a
grad student's time, the further requirements for a master coincidence
were introduced

( (AEI-L'.AND.AEI-R) .AND. (AE2-L.OR.AE2-R)) .OR.

(III-2)
((AEI-L.OR.AEI-R).AND.(AE2-L.0R.AE2-R).AND.(E))

Basically, this requirement means that a two-proton event firing both
sides of A E I and at least one side of AE2 generates a master
coincidence or a high energy triple coincidence proton firing one sioe
of both &E1 and A E 2 and firing E generates a master coincidence. Low
energy single-protons stopping in AE2 would not generate a master
coincidence with the above logic. Since these protons are a good
monitor of the experiment and can potentially be used for half-life
information, branching ratios, cross-section, etc., a sampling was
taken of these events. All signals that met the requirements of
equation III—1 were sent to a scale-down unit that could sample for
example, 2%. Use of this unit enablea the final master coincidence
logic to be equation 111-2 plus 2 % of III-l.
With all parameters of interest and a master coincidence present
at the 16-channel LBL Multiplexer, each parameter was individually
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sent to a 5 *s analog-to-digital converter (AOC). Digital output was
sent to a buffer area of a Hod Coop IV-25 or Classic computer.
Magnetic tape recording of event-oy-event data and on-line analysis
and display (see Section III—0) were handled by the program CHAOS (Ha
79).

D. Data analysis
Analysis of both magnetic tape recorded data and of on-line
incoming events was accomplished with CHAOS. Particle identified,
total energy spectra could be created and displayed. Total energy
spectra varied from the simple AE1+AE2+E for the single-proton
telescope to several different combinations of detectors for the
two-proton work. Calibrations for all telescopes were obtained from
known groups of T « -3/2 isotopes (see Appendix C)
Particle identification was accomplished by one or both of two
metnods. The first was software sorting according to tne standard
algoritnm (Go64)

PI

a

(AE+E)

1 , 7 3

- E

1 - 7 3

(III-3)

For a three-element telescope, either two detectors were summed before
using tnis algorithm or it was used with AE2 ana E (or, as usually was
the case, both techniques were used simultaneously). The second
particle identification technique was sorting by generation of a
simulated proton (SIMP). The SIMP parameter was obtained through use
of the CHAOS FORTRAN expression evaluator and was basically the ratio
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of observed proton energy in a given detector to that "expected* for a
proton of the observed total energy. "Expected* proton energy was
calculated by a dE/dx algorithm generated for any particular telescope
by tne program DETCAL (Ca82).
Some sorting was aided by use of the program, FILTER (Hc82), which
creates new tapes containing only events meeting certain specific
requirements (such as a four-fold AE coincidence) with a high speed
scan of the original data tapes. The resulting filtered data could be
sorted with CHAOS much more rapidly than the original data. Sorted
spectra were displayed by the program MULTID (Ma79) which is also
capable of pea* fitting, plotting, and numerous other functions useful
for data analysis. The programs SPECTR and PHOTO (Wo82) were also
used to plot final sorted data.
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Results and Discussion

22

A 1 Decay

2 2

24

3

22

A 1 was produced via the Mg( He,p4n) Al reaction with
3 +2

110 MeV

He

beams of 3-7 yA intensities. A three target, twelVe

capillary helium jet system as described in Section II-A was used to
transport target recoils to a stationary catcher for the single-proton
work and a single target, single capillary system transported recoils
to a rotating wheel for the two-proton work.
1}

Single-proton data
Proton spectra obtained with a three-element telescope as

described in Section III-B (110 m A E I , 60 urn A E 2 , 1000 um E, 1.3V of
v

3

4 T sr) are shown in Figure IV-1. At both 60 and 110 MeV H e
energies, the dominant features of each spectrum are due to beta21
25
delayed protons from the decays of Mg and
Si produced via
Mg( He,xa2n) reactions; however, at 110 HeV, two new proton
groups are observed at laboratory energies of 7.839*0.015 MeV and
8.149*0.021 MeV.

As shown in Figure IV-2, these groups can be

attributed to the isospin forbidden proton decay of the lowest T=2
22
state in Mg, fed by tne superallowed beta-decay of the T»2 ground
22
state of Al. Assuming for the moment that the groups do arise
22
from beta-delayed proton decay of Al (arguments are presented
below), the reasoning leading to the assignment to these particular
transitions is as follows:
1) The most probable mass of the state emitting these protons,
at least for first consideration, is that obtained by assigning these
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Proposed partial decay scheme for

Al.
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transitions, as indicated in Figure IV-2, to the ground state and
21
first excited state of Na. Not only does tnis provide maximum
beta-decay energy for the transition preceding the proton emission,
but the relative center-of-mass energy difference between the two
observed proton groups is 325*15 keV which agrees very well with the
known mass difference of 331.9 keV between the ground state and first
excited state of

pi

Na (En78).

Based on the observed energy cf the
91

proton group decaying to the first excited state in
21 *
known

£

Na and the

Na mass (Wa77), the mass excess of the level emitting the
2 2

protons is 13.650*0.015 MeV (14.044 HeV excitation in M g ) .
2) A theoretical mass excess of 13.587 MeV for the lowest T»2
state in

Mg was obtained by the method of Hardy et al. based on

Coulomb displacement energy (CDE) calculations in the ld ., shell
g

2 2

(Ha69) and the F ground state mass excess of 2.826*0.030 MeV
(St69). This value is very close to that observed, making this state
a reasonable source of the observed protons. The arrows in Figure
IV-1 are located at the predicted proton energies based on this
calculation.
3) Beta decay to otner states near this T»2 analog state would
have to occur via allowed transitions and would thus be expected to
produce considerably less intense proton groups than those following
the superallowed decay to the analog state, making groups from decay
of the analog state the most probable groups to observe.
The conclusion of these arguments (assuming the protons do arise
22

from the decay of

Al) is that the decay scheme indicated in Figure

IV-2 is almost certainly the correct interpretation. The J*
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assignment of 4

to the levels in this isospin multiplet, as shown

in this figure, is based on the measurement by Davids et al.
(0a74) of the T

z

- +2 member,

Z 2

F.

In order to confirm the assignment to
obtained at 60 MeV (below the

22

Al, a spectrum was also

Al threshold). This spectrum is

shown in Figure IY-1 and does not exhibit the new proton groups after
21
25
a bombardment of sufficient duration to produce
Mg and
Si in
quantities comparable to those obtained at 110 MeV. This eliminates
21
25
Mg and
Si as sources of tnis activity and also eliminates all
nuclei that could nave been produced from possible target impurities
3
3
by high yield { He,2n) or ( He,a2n) reactions. All known proton
emitters (other than

2

Mg or

5

Si) witn Z 3 4 that could produce

protons of -8 MeV energy would have been identified by known groups
not present in tt:e observed spectra. These arguments leave only
22
23
Al and the unknown T =-5/2 isotope,
Si, as possible
candidates for the source of the new groups.
23
While some contribution from
Si cannot be conclusively
eliminated, primarily because the predicted mass of the T=5/2 analog
23
state in Al (Ha69) is such that proton decay to the second excited
22
state of Mg would give an observed proton group at -7.8 MeV, and
22
23
also because of the similarity in the
Al and
Si reaction
thresholds (64 ard 61 MeV, respectively), its presence in the spectrum
23

is probably negligible.

First

Si would be expected to have

additional, relatively intense beta-delayed proton decays to either
22

one or both of tie first excited and ground states of

Mg (9.8 and

11.0 MeV proton groups, respectively) which are not observed (see
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Figure IV—1).

Second, as mentioned above, the spacing of the two

observed groups is characteristic of the known mass difference in
21
Na and would be very difficult to place in a decay scheme for
2 3

Si.

Z 3

Third, the expected shorter half-life of S i (-30 ms as
2?

opposed to the -70 ms Al half-life, see below) and its expected
22
five times lower cross-section than that of Al (based on the
22

evaporation code ALICE (B176)) make the observation of
likely of the two.

Al the more

Both of the new proton groups are assigned to the

Z 2

decay of A 1 .
+50

A rough half-life (70_5s"is) for the 7.839 group was determined by
25
21
22
ODserving the relative yields of
Si, Mg and
Al with
different helium jet operating conditions resulting in different
transit times from target to catcher.

If a helium jet had a discrete

transit time for each nucleus transported, this method could, in
22
principle, yield an exact measurement of the Al half-life using
the

Si/

Mg ratio as a "clock" to monitor changes.

In practice,

a helium jet has a distribution of transit t «"•, ana uncertainties
op

about this distribution together with the low

Al counting rite

yield a measurement with the large error bars quoted (see Appendix B ) .
A shell model calculation by Wildenthal (Wi82)

for the decay of

22

2?

Al using allowed branches up to 11 MeV excitation in

Mg and

the superallowed branch yields a predicted half-life of 90 ms.

(This

snould be considered an upper limit on the predicted half-life since
there will be some contributions from decays to levels at 11-18 MeV).
Assuming c pure Fermi log ft of 3.19 (the Gamow-Teller contribution is
negligible, see Section II-B) and using the observed half-life of -70
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as gives a superallowsJ branch of 2.9-i.°$t.
yield to that of

2 5

Comparison of tne

Al

21

S i and Mg indicates an effective

cross-section for the observed proton groups of 1.2 nb (within a
factor of three) which corresponds to a lower limit for tne total
production cross-section of 40 nb.

This is a lower limit since not

a l l of the decay proceeds by single-proton emission (see Section
IV-A(2)).
22

As discussed in Section J-A, the " A l mass is of interest
since this nuclide is expected to be at the very limit of particle
22
stability. Using the experimental

Mg* mass excess and the Haray

et al. (Ha69) value for tne rtl- Mg mass difference, a new
27

value of 18.099 MeV for the

Al ground state mass excess can be
2?

predicted, which would make

Al bound to direct proton emission by

only 102 keV. Stokes and Young (St69) have measured the excited
72

states of the

72

Al mirror, " F , and have determined that its first

excited state has an excitation energy of 660 keV, indicating that the
22

ground state of Al should be its only bound level.
In the same work, Stokes and Young tentatively identified the
22

lowest T-2 state in " N e at an excitation energy of 14.07±0.04 MeV.
If this assignment is correct,

F,

22

Ne*, and M g * constitute

three known members of the mass 22, T>2 isobaric quintet and can be
used to obtain the coefficients of the quadratic form of the Isobaric
Multiplet Mass Equation (IMME). The IMME (Wi57) can in turn be used
22

as anotner metnod to predict tne "Al ground state mass excess and
22

gives a value of 18.048 MeV indicating that A I is bound by 154
keV. Measurements of the mass excesses of the remaining mass 22
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22

22

analog states ( Ka* and A 1 ) would be useful to check tne D t c
for deviations in this A«4n+2 quintet.
2)

Two-proton data
Single-proton data discussed in the previous section gave a mass
22

excess for tne lowest T«2 state in M g of 13.650*0.015 HeV. Figure
IV-2 shows that this value indicates this T-2 level is unbound to
two-proton emission by 6.118 HeV.
Coincident two-proton spectra obtained following a 690 mC
Bombardment by Methods discussed in Section III are shown in Figures "
IV-3 and IV-4. Figure IV-3(a) is a two-dimensional plot of the "left*
two-element, low energy telescope (aEl-L + 4E2-L) vs. the "right" one
for events identified as proton-proton coincidences in a 20 ns
coincidence window. The summed proton energy appears in Figure
IV-3(b). Given the 20 ns coincidence window and the observed proton
counting rates in each telescope (almost entirely from the T «-3/2
2

01

beta-delayed proton emitters

Mg and

?c

S i ) , only one random

coincidence is to be expected in this spectrum. This expectation was
confirmed witn a special TAC set-up aescrioed in Section III—C.
Laboratory energies of the two-proton total energy peaks shown in
Figure IV-3(b) a n 4.139*0.020 MeV and 5.636*0.020 MeV.

Exact

corresponding center-of-mass energies depend on the mechanism of
two-proton emission, as will be discussed further below (also, see
Section I I - O ) ; however, these peaks can be shown to correspond to
22

transitions from the

Mg T«2 analog state (fed by the superallowed

27

beta decay of " A l ) to the ground state and first excited state of
20

N e (see Figure IV-2).
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Individual proton spectra corresponding to the 4.139 HeV and
5.636 MeV two-proton peaks are shown in Figure IV-4. These spectra
are generated by placing a gate around the two-proton peak of interest
and displaying the "left" and "right" telescopes. "Left" and "right"
spectra for a given two-proton peak obtained in this manner are
expected to be identical except for statistical variations and
physical differences between the telescopes (such as different
thresholds, etc.); these do appear to be identical within these limits.
Interpretation of the results, beyond the assignment of the
groups observed, requires some consideration of the mechanism(s) for
the emission of two protons from tne intermediate T»2 state in
Z 2

Mg.

Two possibilities, as discussed in Section II—D, are A)

2
1
single-step He emission (two protons coupled to a S Q
configuration) or B) a sequential two-step process proceeding through
21
an intermediate state (or states) in Na.
2
Focusing on the stronger decay branch, He emission to the
first excited state of

Ne should occur predominantly within

relative laboratory angles of -40* (as evidenced, for example, by the
p
distribution in He break-up energies (c) observeo by Congedo et al.
(Co80), wnich nas tne expected maximum at c - 0.5 MeV, and by use of
equation 11-14).

Sequential emission, in this case, is probably

isotropic since it is likely that one of the protons comes from the
2sld shell witn t»0. Since the telescope pair used in this experiment
is capable of detecting protons at angles of 0-70*, it could observe
proton coincidences originating from either mechanism.

Individual

proton energies arising from the former mechanism are expected to show

53
a distribution centered about Ep«Ej,, witn tne ooserved snape
of the distribution determined by the final state interaction and the
detector configuration (see Appendix A for a discussion of detector
efficiences as a function of n ) . Sequential emission, while still
I

R

symmetric about Ep-E» (due to the detection method), would
be expected to show distinct proton groups corresponding to transition
91

energies through the intermediate state(s) in

Na.

Given only the proton-proton coincidence spectra shown, the
mechanism for two-proton emission cannot be conclusively determined.
The peak-like structure in the individual proton spectra for the first
excited state transition seems to indicate at least a component of
sequential emission and a complex decay scheme that could give rise to
most of tne major groups present in these spectra can indeed be
constructed using some of tne many known states in 21 Na. However,
other data such as the two-proton to one-proton ratio discussed below
and some notable differences between these spectra ana tnose of a
known sequential emission in

P decay (see Section IV-B) make it

difficult to accept this decay as total sequential emission with any
certainty. Observation of low statistics, continuous spectra (such as
that expected from He emission) has also, in the past, led to many
heated discussions on the existence (or non-existence) of peaks.
Finite detector resolution and uncertainties in detector efficiency
variance with n will affect spectrum appearance for either mechanism.
While it seems likely that at least some of this decay proceeds by
sequential emission, the possibility of a component of He emission
(or some other mechanism not yet considered) cannot be excluded. The

54
above discussion also applies to the spectra obtained from the ground
state transition with the further ooservation tnat this case is even
less determinable.
The calculation of the relative intensity of two-proton to
one-proton emission (2p/lp) from

Mg* (using only the 4.139 MeV

two-proton group and the 7.839 NeV single-proton group observed in the
&E1+AE2+E spectrum) is dependent on the assumed mechanism since the
detector arrangement has an efficiency dependent on the angular
correlation of the protons (see Appendix A ) .

If an isotropic

sequential distribution is assumed, 2p/lp . 1.5 whereas if all events
are assumed to be emitted at a laboratory angle of 40* ( H e ) , 2p/lp
• 0.3. (These values are also dependent on the observable individual
proton energy range detectable by the telescopes). Since for
sequential emission, this 2p/lp ratio is affected by the relative
penetraoilities of tne 7.839 MeV single-proton and the first
sequential proton (energy < 4.139 MeV) 2p/lp > 1.5 seems high, whereas
2p/lp > 0.3 may be a reasonable value for 'He emission. This result
would tend to indicate at least a substantial component of He
emission; however, it must be realized that if sequential emission
proceeds througn several intermediate states the two-proton branch
will be the sum of the individual branches to all these states. If
sufficient states are involved (and the individual proton spectra seem
to indicate several states if it is sequential) this ratio might also
be reasonable for sequential emission.
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X

B.

P

2 6

decay
Z8

3

26

P was produced via the S i ( H e , p 4 n ) P reaction with
3

110-130 HeV H e

+2

beans of 3-7 yA i n t e n s i t i e s .

All

2 6

P work was

done with the single target, single capillary system described i n
Section I I I - A , using a rotating wheel as a catcher.

1)

Single-proton data
Proton spectra obtained witn a three-element telescope as

described in Section I I I - B (110 urn &E1, 60 i * 4E2, 500 nm E, 2.3% of
4» sr) are shown in Figure IV-5.

The dominant features of each
21
spectrum are due to beta-delayed protons from the decays of *• Mg,
or

o

pg

Si and

,

S produced via high y i e l d (' He,xa2n) reactions.

At

26

60 MeV, which is below the threshold of 63.5 MeV for " P production,
79

two previously unknown proton groups, probably from " S decay
(assigned by additional low energy bombardments on several targets),
are observed at laboratory energies of 7.114*0.015 MeV and 7.581*0.015
MeV. At 110 MeV, a new group is observed at a laboratory energy of
pq

7.269*0.015 MeV in addition to the *S groups. In order to reduce
9Q

the amount of " S (tj.,.187 ms) in the spectrum, another
measurement was made A) at 130 MeV and B) with the wheel speed
increased to -2 cm/s to discriminate against longer-lived activities.
29
The resulting spectrum (Figure IV-5(a)) snows that the

S

contribution is reduced and the new group at 7.269 MeV is more
pronounced. Also present is a group at 6.827*0.050 MeV which will oe
discussed further below.
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As shown in Figure IV-6, the 7.269*0.015 HeV group can ba
attributed to the isospin forbidden decay of tne lowest T-2 state in
" S i (fed by the superallowed beta-decay of the T-2 ground state of
2 6

2 5

P ) to the ground state of A 1 .

(As noted below, this

assignment is consistent with Coulomb displacement energy
considerations). The J* assignment of 3 to the levels in this
isospin multiplet is based on the measurement of the hyperfine
26

splitting of the T -+2 member, N a , by Huber et al. (Hu78).
z

The known energy difference between the

Al ground state and

its first excited state (En78) permits the calculation of the proton
energy to De expected if decay to tne first excited state also
occurs. This energy is 6.835*0.015 MeV and is indicated in Figure
IV-5(a) and IV-5(b) with tne arrow at the lower proton energy.
Accurate measurements in this region of the spectrum are made
extremely difficult by the high "background" caused by the following
effects: A) a distortion to higher energies of the very intense lower
energy proton groups caused by simultaneous detection of the proton
and the preceding positron (see Section III—B) and B) the actual
presence of some weak groups from T *-3/2 beta-delayed proton
emitters. The latter accounts for the two groups labeled £ and b^ in
Figure IV-5(b), which are also observed in low energy bombardments of
Hg targets and can be tentatively assigned to the decay of " S i .

In

Figure IV-5(a), however, the " S i {ti.»»218 ms) contribution is
substantially reduced ana tne relative intensity of the peak observed
at 6.827*0.050 MeV is consistent with a major component of that peak
arising from decay of the

Si, T-2 state to the first excited state
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2 5

of A 1 .
In order to confirm the assignment of these proton groups to tne
2 6

27

3

26

decay of P , the cross-bombardment Al( He,4n) P was also
investigated. Despite the poor spectrum quality caused by the
expected decreased yield of

P, it appears that both the 7.269 HeV

and 6.827 MeV proton groups are again present with yield reduced by a
factor of five (see Figure IV-7). The possible reappearance of the
9Q

7.114 HeV group that was tentatively assigned to

S decay clouds

this assignment; however, all dataexcept this spectruni are consistent
with the assignment.

In any event, assignment of this group does not

affect interpretation of the " P decay since it definitely does not
arise from decay of this isotope (compare Figures IV-5(a) and
IV-5(D)).

Appearance of the 7.269 and 6.827 MeV groups, despite low

spectrum quality, is supporting evidence for the elimination of sulfur
?7
isotopes (in particular the unknown isotope, S) as a source of
this activity. Arguments similar to those in the " A l discussion
23
for the elimination of Si are also applicable in this case.
Coupled with the previous work described in Section IV-A,
this shows that only " P can be a source of these proton groups.
A rough half-life of 20_^| ms was determined for the 7.269 MeV
proton group by varying the wheel rotational speed and observing the
relative yields of the various activities present (see Appendix B ) .
This method could, in principle, yield a precise half-life measurement
2 5

but does not do so here due to the low yield of P .

A shell model
2 6

calculation by Wildentnal (Wi82) for the beta decay of P using
allowed orancnes to states up to 9 HeV in excitation in

Si and the

60
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Cross-bombardment spectrum for *""P.
Location of arrows is that of P peaks
observed in a S i bombardment.
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2 6
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superallowed branch yields a predicted half-life of 22 ms. (This
should be considered an upper limit on the expected naif-life since
there will be some contrioutions from decays to levels above 9 MeV).
Assuming a pure Fermi log ft of 3.19 (the Gamow-Teller
contrioution should be negligible, see Section 11-6} and using the
observed half-life of 20 ms gives a super-allowed brancn of 1 . 9 j ^ % .
26

Comparison of the

P yield to tne other activities present in the

•y

He bombardments indicates an effective cross section for the 7.269
MeV proton group of 1.8 nb (within a factor of three) which
corresponds to a lower limit of the total production cross-section of
lOOnb. This is a lower limit since not all of the decay proceeds by
single-proton emission (see Section IV-B(2)).
The center of mass proton energy of the group decaying to the
ground state of

Al, taken togetner witn tne "Al mass (Wa82),

gives a mass excess of 5.936*0.015 MeV for the lowest T»2 state in
26

S i (an excitation energy of 13.080*0.015 MeV). As discussed in

Section II-A, tne

P ground state mass is of interest since this

nuclide is thought to be at or beyond the limit of particle
stability. An estimate of tne Coulomb displacement between this
analog state and the

P ground state can give an estimate for the

latter's mass. A simple size correction (assuming an A '
27

dependence) to the known T»3/2,

*

27

Si -

P Coulomb difference

(8e77) gives a value of 11.013*0.038 MeV (the indicated error is only
2fi

from known errors of the masses involved) for the °P ground state
26
mass excess. This value indicates

P would be bound to direct
2 6

proton emission by 104 keV. However, if one predicts the P mass

62
from a Kelson-Garvey type calculation (all masses from (Wa82)}, this
2

Indicates *P would oe unoound by 73 tceV. A significant
26

Tnomas-Enrman shift is to be expected in P and such a shift should
2fi

cause the

P mass to be lower than that indicated by a

Kelson-Garvey calculation (and would also affect tl*ie COE estimate
above).
In order to provide a limit for the

P mass, tine barrier

penetration cooe, COCAG (Se73), was used to estimate the maximum
energy available for JUO proton emission which still permits beta
decay to dominate (see Section II—C). The conclusion from this is
indicated in Figure IV-6;

P can at least be up to 50 keV unbound

and it would not significantly dffect
2)

any of our observations.

Two-proton data
Single-proton data discussed in the previous section gave a mass
26

excess for the lowest T-2 state in S i of 5.936*0.015 HeV.

Figure

IV-6 shows that this value indicates this T>2 level is unbound to
two-proton emission by 5.t91 MeV.
Two-proton spectra obtained following a 600 mC bombardment by
methods discussed in Section III are shown in Figure IV-8 and IV-9.
??
As discussed for the Al work, all events in these spectra are fast
(20 ns) proton-proton coincidences and only about one random event is
expected to be present. Since

P is produced with 110 MeV He
?2

bombardment of silicon targets, it is possible to produce

Al and

P simultaneously. The two-proton summed energy spectrum shown in
Figure IV-8(b) does contain groups from the decay of both isotopes
(compare to Figure IV-3(b)). The two-proton group at 4.927*0.020 HeV
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shown In Figure I¥-8(b) corresponds to the decay of the T-2 analog
26

state of S 1 (fed by the superallowed beta decay of
ground state of
labeled

2

Tig (see Figure IV-6).

26

P ) to the

The lower energy arrow

P in tnis spectrin* is located at the approximate expected

energy for the two-proton group corresponding to the decay to the
Tig f i r s t excited state.
22

As evidenced by Figures IV-2 and IV-6, the A1 and

2 6

P

decays are very similar, however, there i s one notable difference.
Since the T-2 analog state in
He emission (J*-0
ground state of

Z4

Si i s expected to be 3 , decay by

particle) i s spin-parity forbidden to the

Mg.

Therefore, the observed decay to t h i s state

i s expected to be sequential.

A gate set on this group (as shown in

Figure IV-8(b)) produced the individual proton energy spectra shown in
Figures IV-8(a) and IV-9.

These spectra do have the expected

appearance of a sequential emission through one state in

Al;

however, i t i s not known which proton group of the two observed
(laboratory energies 1.210*0.015, 3.699*0.015 HeV) corresponds to the
f i r s t proton emitted.

I t is l i k e l y that the higher energy group at

3.699 MeV is emitted f i r s t (from penetrability arguments) and i f tnis
is the case a possible intermediate state in

Al is a known 7/2"

state at 3.696 MeV excitation (En78).
The relative intensity of the 4.927 MeV two-proton group to that
2 6

of the 7.269 MeV P single-proton group can be calculated.
Assuming, f o r simplicity, isotropic sequential emission and using
detector efficiencies calculated as described in Appendix A, a value
of 2p/lp-0.7 is obtained.

For comparison of this value with that of

66
ZZ

A 1 it should be noted that tne ground state single-proton group

used nere 1s not necessarily the aost Intense group (the ground state
Z2

group in A 1 is considerably less intense than the first excited
state group); however, since it is the only clearly observable
group, it is used to obtain this value.

2 6

P

67
V. Summary and Conclusions
Decays of tne odd-odd, T > -2 nuclei
2

AI ana

P nave been

observed, establishing the existence of these previously unknown
isotopes. The measured half-lives indicate both nuclides decay
predominantly by beta decay.
Both beta-delayed single-proton and beta-delayed two-proton
emission were observed for each isotope with the latter decay mode
being a previously unobserved form of radioactivity.

Single-proton

studies permitted measurement of the masses of the lowest T » 2 analog
22

state in the beta decay daughters, M g and ^ S i , and a rough
determination of the beta decay half-lives. The masses of these
levels not only provide additional information for studies of charge
dependent effects in nuclei but also confirmed the prediction that
these states were unbound to two-proton emission by 5-6 MeV.
Subsequent proton-proton coincidence experiments provided measurements
22

Z 6

of the beta-delayed two-proton spectra of both A 1 and P .
With the observation of beta-delayed two-proton emission came the
possibility of detailed studies on the mechanism of two-nucleon
emission. Beta-delayed two-neutron decay, the analogous process for
neutron rich nuclei, has been known for several years (Az79); however,
difficulties associated with detection of uncharged decay products
have hindered studies of its mechanism.

Individual proton spectra

6

have shown that the P beta-delayed two-proton emission to the
24

M g ground state very likely proceeds by the expected sequential

process with only the order of the sequence being uncertain. The
77

situation for

Al decay is less clear: it is probable that at least

68
some sequential emission occurs but this decay can not be conclusively
characterized from the data presented.
Further experiments of Interest would be acquisition of spectra
with higher statistics for both isotopes (witn particular interest in
observation of the
2

P beta-delayed two-proton emission to the

T1g first excited state for a comparison to the ground state

branch) and also the measurement of the two-proton decay of both
nuclei at a large relative proton angle, n. The latter experiment has
tne possibility of excluding most He events, tnereby clarifying the
decay mechanism. Additionally, as shown in equation 11-15, the second
proton in a sequential decay should show a measurable difference in
its laboratory energy, permitting determination of the order of
emission of the protons in tne resulting sequential spectrum.
2
If He emission can be identified in these decays, it could
provide a new method for studies of the nuclear force since such data
would provide the initial case(s) of two strongly interacting
particles Deing simultaneously emittea in a nuclear decay.
Beta-delayed two-proton emission by any mechanism may also eventually
serve as a useful spectroscopic tool in cases where beta-delayed
single-protons of interest are obscured by competing activities.
ZZ

Z 6

Further studies of A 1 and P , and additionally, other expected
beta-delayed two-proton emitters, would seem to be a potentially
exciting, new line of research.
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Appendix A: Detector efficiencies
It is frequently necessary to nave a value for the fraction of the
events (for both single-proton and two-proton work) that are detected
out of the total number occurring. For the single-proton work, If a
centered point source is assumed, this is a simple calculation and
yields the expression

where o is tne half angle of tne right circular cone defined by the
edge of a circular detector and the point source (located on the
centerline of the telescope). As more complex detector arrangements
are used and as possible proton-proton angular correlations are
considered for the two-proton work, these calculations become
considerably more complex. For these complex configurations, even if
it is possible to derive an analytical expression (and sometimes it's
difficult to say whether a solution is even possible:), it is
frequently simpler to use computer techniques to calculate detector
efficiencies.
Two standard techniques that are used are Monte Carlo and mapping
techniques. For all the calculations described below, mapping
techniques were used since tne solution can be made arbitrarily
accurate and there is no question of statistical uncertainty. The
problems encountered could also have been readily solved by Monte
Carlo methods.
The first case tnat will be discussed is tnat of the
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single-proton telescope for a point source that is not on the
telescope axis. This problem's solution is desirable since the
rotating catcher wheel constantly carried activity away from this
axis. For half-life measurements,described in Appendix B, an
expression E(x) for detector efficiency as a function of the distance
from the axis, x, is needed. An analytic expression is probaoly
possible for this case, but it was simpler to use the program, UHELIF
(Ca82), which calculates E for given values of x by a mapping
technique. It can then be seen that E(x) is approximately linear over
the region of interest for the single-proton telescope used in this
work (see Figure A-1). This information was all that was required for
tne naif-life measurements; nowever, E(x) coula also oe used to make
non-point source corrections if desired. For this work, detector
efficiencies of that accuracy were never necessary.
More difficult problems are encountered when two-proton detection
efficiencies are considered. Sequential emission is still quite
simple but He emission is more complex. Considering sequential
first,and making the assumption that the two protons are both emitted
isotropically, it is easy to show that
F

2

seq - -(I)'

A

2

<">

where F is defined in equation A-1. This expression arises since each
side of the two-proton telescope has a detection efficiency of F/2 and
there are two possible ways for the protons to be detected.
Z

For He detection efficiency, a program called GE0M2P (Ca82)
was written. This program works on a mapping technique and produces a

x (mm)
Fig. A-l

XBL 831-1072
Single-proton telescope detection efficiency calculated aa
a function of source distance from telescope axis (see text).
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value G, that is tne probaoility of detection of tne 'second'
proton given detection of one of the protons in the 'reference' side.
G,. is calculated only as a function of n so any information on the
distribution of n wust be added externally. If all 'He are assumed
to breaK up at a fixed a..;le n (and this is probably a reasonable
approximation if n is fixed at its most probaDle
probaD value, n,_,„; see
Section 11-0} detector efficiency is given by

F

2

2

H e

G

A

- -7- 2p

3

<">
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Figure A-2 shows this quantity plotted for " A l as a function of F/2
(percent of 4» sr/side) for a variety of c values assuming for each c
that n is fixea at the most probable (maximum) value. The curves
72

plotted are for the beta-delayed two-proton decay of Al to the
?o
first excited state of Ne. Reaction work (for example, (Co80))
has shown that e - 500 keV is the most probable value, producing a
value of n - 40*. These assumptions were used for calculation of the
2p/lp ratio in Section IV.

T
2

He and sequential
detection efficiencies

-e-500

- 6 ° 800
e = 200

-Sequential

Fraction or 4 T sr/side (%)

XBL 832-7858

Fig. A-2 Two-proton detector efficiencies calculated as functions of
solid angle of individual telescopes. Dashed line is the
value for the two-proton telescope used in this work.
n is assumed fixed at nmax
the value of c (in kev) indicated.
f o r
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Appendix 8: Half-life measurement techniques
Most systems for Deta-aecay naif-life measurements involve some
sort of production and counting cycle; those used with helium jets
usually rely on a mechanical motion of the counting source or some
type of shutter. In addition to the difficulties involved with
construction

of mechanical devices that move rapidly enough to be of

use for snort half-life measurements, these types of systems have
large "dead times" associated with them due to lack of continuous
counting of the source. Since for the work described a half-life
measurement was of secondary importance, two techniques described
below were used that did not lower the absolute yield of activity
greatly, while still giving at least some naif-life information.
If a stationary catcher is used, the only "half-life losses" of
activity occur in transit by the helium jet. If this transit time, T ,
is varied and tne change in half-life losses is observed it is
possible to measure a haif-life. In practice, two reference
half-lives are used as a "clock" to monitor the changes in T. The
ratio of the amount of ea.rt activity, A, and x-. that is detected
is denoted R ( T ) .

If the transit time T is changed by an amount A T ,

the following expression arises:

Since, in general, T is not known, equation B-1 can be used to obtain
A T if R is measured with a system operating with transit time T and
again measured at T + A T . T is most easily varied physically by
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changing the operating conditions of the helium jet, i.e., pressure,
capillary diameter, etc.
A third, untcnown activity, J U , can now be measured using the
Known A T and equation B-l with the activity, JU, referenced against
either \, or JU- Tne major problem with this technique is the
assumption of discrete transit time, f. Helium jet transit times are
not, in general, well understood and while a discrete T is probably a
good approximation, it is known that this is not exact. There are
fast ana slow components in nelium jet transit time and a better
treatment wr ild be to use a distribution, P ( T ) , if more were known
about it. Uncertainties in this distribution contribute to the large
/?

errors associated with the

Al half-life, discussed in Section IV,

for which this technique was used.
A better technique is to collect tne activity on a rotating
catcher wheel and vary tne wheel speed. Again, if two reference
activities are measured, a third half-life can be determined. For
this case, the activities are counted for some time T before being
rotated "out of sight" of the detector. If a bombardment is done with
a fast and a slow wheel speed, the reference activities can be used to
determine the times, T , and T , using

(B-2)
\l-e~Tf
P(T)

Jo

e

/

^ f

E(t)dt
x t

rV dt
Jo

r
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1

where-

M^ H " *

nu,

er of

*
decays observed in slow,
fast bombardments

K • normalization for differing
bombardment lengths
Two activities, x, and *-, provide two equations that can be
solved (numerically) for T

T

P(T) is a correction tnat is

made if counter efficiency, E, is not constant with time between 0 and
T, where T is now defined as the point at which E goes to zero (i.e.,
"out of sight" of detector). For the single- proton telescope used in
tnis work,-£(t) is not constant since the activity is being moved away
from the detector axis and, as discussed in Appendix A, this reduces
the detection efficiency. Appendix A shows that E(t) can be treated
as an approximately linearly decreasing function from 0 to T (see
Figure A-l). If wheel speed is known, and also full information on
detector solid angles, etc., is available, T and T can be
calculated; however, uncertainties in this information make it better
to use the reference activities to determine t and T . if the
f

linear E(t) approximation is used, equation B-2 becomes:

-A.
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f
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1

(e
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s

K
k

e

T

s< '

+ x.t
~
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3

(->
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Numerical solution of tne above equation for the reference
activities provides T and f • subsequent solution for
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tne tnird activity, JU, provides the unknown half-life. This
26
technique was useo for the

P half-life measurement discussed in

Section IV. The error on this measurement is at least as large as
Z Z

that on A 1 , but in this case the error is attrioutable to the
pc

relatively small amounts of
activities.

P and large amounts of background
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Appendix C:

Two-proton detector calibration; addition of

detectors
For the two-proton SUM spectra shown in this work, it is
desirable to have a calibration producing two-proton energy as a
function of cnanne1 numoer. Since tnere are no reference two-proton
peaks, a calibration can not be directly obtained in the usual way in
which reference peaks and their corresponding channel numbers are
merely fitted to a line. However, each individual telescope can oe
well calibrated using single-proton groups and this is all'that is
actually necessary.
If two detectors (or detector telescopes), 1 and 2 are calibrated
such that

E, - a c + b
1

E

1

2

- a c +b

i

=• energy

2

2

(C-l)

1

2

where
E

c^ m cnannel nunmer
a

1

- gain

b. . offset
and a sum spectrum is created such that

c

c - N

l
~ + c

where k - ag/a-j

2

(C-2)
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ti > normalization (arbitrary)
then the calibration of tnis new sun spectrum will be

E « ac*b

(C-3)

where
a « a /N
2

b » b

1

+ b-

For the two-proton telescope described in Section III, the values
described by equation C-l were obtained from known groups of T — 3 / 2
isotopes. The spectrum described in equation C-2 is easily created in
tne program,
CHAOS, ana its calibration is ootained using equation C-3.
Detector addition also occurs in the original creation of the
telescope total energy spectra (<sEl + A E 2 ) and this addition is also
described by the above equations. In this case, however, it is really
only necessary to determine k to ensure a linear calibration since the
single-proton total energy spectrum is directly calibrated. A value
for k was usually determined using alpha sources and/or precision
pulsers.
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